Word Sorting Procedures
Before Sorting:
•

Make sure you have headers for each category.

•

Model at least one or two words for each category. Use the headers as support
by showing the student how s/he can compare the word against the headers.

•

Do a think-aloud of what you are thinking as you model the sorting.

During Sorting:
•

Make sure the student reads the words first as s/he sorts.

•

If you are doing pictures and words, have the student sort the pictures first, then
the words.

•

If the student doesn’t know what the word is, then tell him what it is to keep the
ball rolling. Don’t make it a guessing game.

•

If the student makes a mistake with the first few words, then provide guidance
and support because s/he may not understand the task or may be confused.

•

If the student has sorted a number of words correctly and then makes a mistake,
let him self-correct.

After Sorting:
•

Make sure the student reads down each category to check her own work before
the teacher does. If the student makes a mistake and does not self-correct, then
provide scaffolding to help her correct her error.

•

Have a student verbalize what each category has in common. When
appropriate, focus on sounds, patterns, etc. Have the student reflect on what he
has learned.
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